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ABSTRACT
The logics of “bringing it about” have been part of a promi-
nent tradition for the formalization of individual and insti-
tutional agency. Our objective here is to extend Elgesem’s
logic of individual agency and ability to coalitions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Distributed Artificial Intelligence]: Multiagent
systems; I.2.4 [Knowledge representation formalisms
and methods]: Modal logic

General Terms
Theory
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1. EXTENDED ABSTRACT
This extended abstract aims to contribute to the litera-

ture that views an action as the mere result of the activity
of an agent. It is generally acknowledged that this tradition
dates back at least to St. Anselm who claimed that the phe-
nomenon of an action is better explained by what is brought
about. This is to be distinguished from other traditions of
logic of action talking explicitly about action terms: for in-
stance, Dynamic Logics in computer science, or the study of
action sentences in philosophy using first-order theories.

Pörn, Elgesem ([1]), and others, have studied the modality
of agency in the Anselmian tradition. The bringing-it-about
modality Ex has been quite popular in the MAS commu-
nity. (E.g., [4]). It has been used to model the actions and
responsibilities of acting entities x: the formula Exϕ tradi-
tionally reads “x brings it about that ϕ”. In the literature,
x has been either an individual agent, or an institutional
agent. An institution can involve several agents, each play-
ing a specific role in it. But institutions are not groups or
coalitions. Our contribution is an extrapolation of a theory
of coalitional agency and ability from Elgesem’s account of
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individual agency. That is, we study the logic of the oper-
ator Ex where x is a set of agents, along with a coalitional
operator of ability.

Individual agency and ability. Elgesem’s logic was a
fresh look at a long tradition of philosophical logic of action,
where the traditional modality of bringing-it-about is stud-
ied alongside related modalities of action. The logic still
admits the core principles that are generally assumed for
agency:

• all substitution instances of classical tautologies
• ` ¬Ex>
• ` Exϕ ∧ Exψ → Ex(ϕ ∧ ψ)
• ` Exϕ→ ϕ
• if ` ϕ↔ ψ then ` Exϕ↔ Exψ

Following Sommerhoff, Elgesem argues that agency is the
actual bringing about of a goal towards which an activity is
oriented. An agent acts to achieve a goal. But an agent is
not necessarily aware of his goals, at least not in the sense
that he is consciously committed to achieve them. Elgesem
also leans on Frankfurt according to whom, the pertinent
aspect of agency is the manifestation of the agent’s guid-
ance towards a goal; not necessarily the intentional action.
Here, we understand intention in agency as a motivated goal,
possibly long pondered and rational. Elgesem seeks a more
general notion of goal that guides agency.

He observes that the manifestation of guidance is the ex-
ercise of a power to bring about something. Therefore, the
notion of potential guidance, or ability, of an agent for a
goal should be integrated in a theory of agency. Elgesem
argues, much contradicting Kenny, that we should not deny
the possibility of abilities that are exercised only once, giv-
ing the example of Bob Beamon, who jumped 8.90 m (long
jump) in the 1968 Olympics. If Beamon jumped that far
it is that he was exercising guidance towards a goal. Even
though this goal was probably not intentionally to jump 8.90
m, we would not take back from Beamon that on that day
he brought about the fact that he jumped that far and that
he had the ability to do it.

Elgesem then suggests that there is a more basic notion
of ability than an intention-based one, and that this non-
intentional notion of ability is a necessary condition for
agency. By bringing about something, an agent shows that
he is indeed able to do so. We advance an interpretation of
evidence-based ability.

Governatori and Rotolo proved the completeness of Elge-
sem’s logic ([2]). The principles are the following, where
Cxϕ reads “the acting entity x is able to bring about ϕ”.



• all the previous principles
• ` ¬Cx⊥
• ` ¬Cx>
• ` Exϕ→ Cxϕ
• if ` ϕ↔ ψ then ` Cxϕ↔ Cxψ

The logic of Cx is then rather weak. The only certainty one
can have about the presence of an ability to bring about ϕ
is in the presence of an actual bringing about of ϕ.

The notion of ability captured by Elgesem is neverthe-
less very appealing because it is one where the observation
of an evidence induces the existence of an ability. Imagine
a repository of web services that are acting in some ways
upon their environment and can be queried. Whenever a
request is successfully fulfilled, the ability of a service for a
particular query can be logged and the couple service/query
can be offered as a suggestion for later use. This evidence-
based perspective of ability is strikingly weak in the individ-
ual case. Nevertheless, we will see that extending the logic
to coalitions can offer more flexibility for the suggestion of
potentially successful acting entities, even for complex goals
that have never been brought about.

Joint actions. We will identify a group with an arbitrary
subset of agents. Joint actions are a species of actions involv-
ing a group that acts towards a shared goal. Despite resort-
ing to some notion of shared goal, Miller ([3]) argues that
we-intentions are not a necessary element of joint actions.
When two scholars start chatting at a conference break and
somewhat start to take a walk in the park, they respect their
turn in the conversation, they synchronize their pace, and
take a direction in the park without having previously agreed
on it. Similar to the individual case (Beamon’s jump), this
suggests that there is a more basic notion of coalitional goal-
directed agency than an intentional one. Again in analogy
with the individual case, that means that there is a basic
notion of coalitional ability that is a necessary condition
for coalitional agency. In particular, at a given time and
from the evidence of actual agency of some coalitions for
some goals, we will be able to infer the potential ability of
larger coalitions for more complex goals. To come back to
our example of web services, this suggests an incremental
procedure for web service discovery. This evidence-based
perspective may actually provide a practical alternative to
the computationally costly orchestration procedures in web
service composition.

Since there is a basic notion of coalitional agency, like
Elgesem for individual agency and ability, we can therefore
focus on the principles of pure agency and ability without
having to struggle with the formation of we-intentions.

Empty coalition. We first look at the empty group that
is the simplest group, though degenerate. Our notion of
agency is one that is goal-directed, and our notion of ability
is one of potential guidance towards a goal. It would not be
right to give to the empty group a status of true coalition
with a goal and a potential guidance for it. Hence

` ¬C∅ϕ.

Together with the principle ` Exϕ → Cxϕ adopted above,
it follows from it that ` ¬E∅ϕ, too.

Evidence of coalitional ability. If a coalition G1 brings
about ϕ and a coalition G2 brings about ψ, had they acted
as the coalition G1 ∪ G2 they would have together brought

about ϕ∧ψ. Our evidence-based perspective of ability sug-
gests that as they showed evidence, they are deemed able.
In formula:

` EG1ϕ ∧ EG2ψ → CG1∪G2(ϕ ∧ ψ).

It is a powerful formal device for our theory of evidence-
based ability since it allows to deduce potential abilities of
coalitions of agents from smaller “successes” in the society
of agents. We can use the information of actual agency and
suggest that the group of agents G1 ∪ G2 could potentially
be solicited to bring about the goal ϕ ∧ ψ, for instance in a
context of web services orchestration.

The logic of coalitional agency and ability. Our
methodology to finding the coalitional version of Elgesem’s
logic rather näıvely consists in thinking of a principle and
trying to show that it is not acceptable in some scenario. If
no counterexample is found, we must accept it at that stage.
We found only the previous two principles that we think are
adequate with Elgesem’s philosophy and our analysis above.

The logic of coalitional agency and ability can be conve-
niently presented as a Hilbert system. For all groups G, G1,
and G2 and formulas ϕ and ψ:

Ax0 ` ϕ , when ϕ is a tautology in propositional logic
Ax1 ` EGϕ ∧ EGψ → EG(ϕ ∧ ψ)
Ax2 ` EGϕ→ ϕ
Ax3 ` EGϕ→ CGϕ
Ax4 ` ¬CG⊥
Ax5 ` ¬CG>
Ax6 ` ¬C∅ϕ
Ax7 ` EG1ϕ ∧ EG2ψ → CG1∪G2(ϕ ∧ ψ)

ERE if ` ϕ↔ ψ then ` EGϕ↔ EGψ
ERC if ` ϕ↔ ψ then ` CGϕ↔ CGψ

From here, one can provide a class of models for which
the logic is sound and complete. It can be proved that the
decision problem of satisfiability checking within the logic
can be solved in space polynomial.

Towards stronger logics. From this minimal logic, one
can strengthen it and adapt it to more specific application
domains. For instance, the language of our logic talking
about coalitions, allows to formulate a variant to the con-
troversial principle of law ExEyϕ → Exϕ that states that
the delegating entity x is responsible for what the delegate
y brings about. Elgesem rejected it. Instead we could adopt
EG1EG2ϕ → EG1∪G2ϕ, which only attributes a shared re-
sponsibility to the delegating entity. Nevertheless,
EG1EG2ϕ→ EG2ϕ remains true in virtue of Ax2.
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